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Sconce's Haunted Media: Electronic Presencefrom Telegraphy to Television (Durham, 
N.C.: Duke University Press, 2000) studies television in relation to the history of spiri- 
tualism and tele-presence; Chon Noriega's Shot in America studies television within a 

larger history of Latino independent filmmaking and PBS; Jeffrey S. Miller's Something 
Completely Different: British Television and American Culture (Minneapolis: University 
of Minnesota Press, 2000) studies the history of convergences between British and U.S. 
television; and Aniko Bodroghkozy (following Todd Gitlin's work on news) in Groove Tube: 
Sixties Television and the Youth Rebellion (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2001) 
studies entertainment television in the context of 1960s radical youth movements. 

18. See, for example, Ellis, Seeing Things; John Corer, "Television 2000," in Critical Ideas 
in Television Studies (London: Oxford, 1999), 120-28. Paddy Scannell and Elihu Katz 
are currently preparing a conference/project on the idea that television has come to an 
end. We shall see. The title of my own recent coedited collection, Television after TV, 
suggests something less final, as does my introduction to that collection, which elaborates 
in more detail on some of the issues I have raised here. See Lynn Spigel, "Introduction," 
in Spigel and Olsson, eds., Television after TV, 1-34. 

19. Phillip Drummond and Richard Paterson, eds., Television in Transition: Papersfrom the 
First International Television Studies Conference (London: British Film Institute, 1986). 

20. Erik Bamouw, Tube of Plenty: The Evolution of American Television (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 1975); Williams, Television, Technology, and Cultural Form; and John 
Ellis, Visible Fictions: Cinema, Television, Video (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 
1982). 

Welcome to the Viral Future of Cinema 
(Television) 
by John T Caldwell 

When Paramount Studios announced that the president of Fox Broadcasting, Gail 

Berman, was taking over the creative reins at Paramount's film studios, the news was 

greeted cynically across Hollywood as a coup by television wannabes, more evidence 
of stifling interference by conglomerates, or as a supreme corporate miscalculation 
about how the cultures of television production and film production fundamentally 
differ. In responding to the question "Can a creature of television run a film studio," 
no less a source than Variety editor Peter Bart publicly educated "Gail" in patronizing 
terms by recalling Brandon Tartikoff's TV takeover thirteen years earlier: 

Make modestly budgeted versions of TV shows such as The Addams Family. Use TV talent 
to shoot quickies like All I Wantfor Christmas. Most important, don't get caught up in 
the chase for big stars and glitzy projects.... Television and film are both entertainment, 
but they're profoundly different.... He lasted only 15 months in his new job.l 

While Bart delivered his cautionary tale, spurred by anxieties about declining cre- 
ative quality, other film-to-TV crossovers, such as superproducer Jerry Bruckheimer 

(maker of the hit series CSI: Crime Scene Investigation, Without a Trace, and Cold 
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Case), more perceptively explained the shift in terms of the differing production 
contexts of the two media: "The daily pressure is much greater in TV because you 
have to respond every morning to success or failure."2 Another film-to-TV hybrid, 
Imagine's Brian Grazer (producer of the commercial and critical successes 24 and 
Arrested Development) furthered the analysis: 

The TV business is more brutally direct because there's a time sensitive element to 
it.... In TV, big agents have no problem saying to a network executive, "If you don't 
pick up our show, we'll move it to CBS. ... In movies, a lot of time the conversation 
ends with "let's think about it."3 

Such talk undercuts conventional wisdom about the film-versus-TV cultural hierar- 

chy. Industry experts may attribute the declining quality of films to business practices 
imported from television, but television regularly produces work that is better and 
more interesting. Since the late 1980s (when David Lynch, Michael Mann, Ridley 
Scott, Spike Lee, Penelope Spheeris, Steven Spielberg, Barry Levinson, and Oliver 
Stone established a cross-sector precedent), many directors, screenwriters, and 

cinematographers have asserted that television offers comparable or greater op- 
portunities than the movie studios (as the recent work of James Cameron, Robert 
Zwick, James L. Brooks, Robert Altman, Quentin Tarantino, and Jerry Bruckheimer 

suggests).4 Certainly the Grazer/Bruckheimer series 24, Arrested Development, CSI: 
Crime Scene Investigation, and Cold Case offer far more challenging exercises in 

cinematography, editing, dramatic structure, and narrative form than the endless, 
big-budget blockbuster and flat comic-book features that are mindlessly cranked 
out by the major movie studios. Even Laura Ziskin's Tarzan for the WB Network 
was as nuanced as her Spider-Man "franchise" films for Columbia. The cold, hard 
facts are these: television executives must come up with well over 1,147 hours of 

primetime entertainment each year, while most studios turn out about fifteen films 
in the same period.5 Program development, as a result, is a manic cauldron of ex- 

perimentation, nightly competition, serial failure, perpetual brainstorming/regroup- 
ing, and systematic overproduction. Thus, far more projects are actually developed 
and produced in television, including pilots, than are ever broadcast or released. 

Big-budget feature filmmaking, by contrast, involves glacial content development, 
managerial caution, "development hell," lethargic production schedules, rote mar- 
ket mimicry, and industrial inertia. As a result, despite the inevitable schlock, the 
content on television is regularly edgier, more cinematic, and more compelling. Yet 
academic film scholars seldom acknowledge the change. Just like Peter Bart, we 
have largely gotten it wrong. 

My work focuses on how a set of wide-ranging forces-the subcultures of pro- 
duction workers, conglomeration, branding, repurposing, convergence, and shifting 
economic and labor relations-have altered the object of media and film scholarship.6 
The changes have been so extensive that it is almost impossible to study film today 
without also studying television. Of course, any serious study of American film in 
the 1940s and 1950s also inevitably confronts television, as the research of Chris 
Anderson, Michelle Hilmes, William Boddy, and Tino Balio has shown.7 The same 
could be said of American film/television since 1980.8 Yet I am still regularly met 
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by blank stares in seminar rooms and at many film and theory conferences when I 
discuss how integral and sometimes inseparable film and television have become. 
I regularly joke with colleagues that every other dissertation on contemporary film 
that is filed at UCLA proves once again that feature film is rapidly approaching the 
aesthetic significance, cultural stature, and industrial condition of television. I hope 
in this short essay to highlight some of the ways this confluence has happened and 

why we need to "converge" the scholarly methodologies of film and television to 

fully understand the new, synthetic media.9 
The explosive popularity of the DVD in particular makes methodological con- 

vergence both timely and imperative. One more celebration of onscreen cinephilia 
and film studies-style reflexivity posed in the DVD format and its bonus tracks will 
indeed be a useless academic exercise-unless such accounts at least acknowledge 
and consider how the onscreen cinephilia and reflexivity have been mainstream 
economic and industrial practices in television for well over half a century."1 There 
is no need, that is, to shoot ourselves in the foot as historians just because a technol- 

ogy hypes itself as new media. 

Arguably, film now functions mostly as a subset of television and electronic 
media, popular assumptions to the contrary, rather than vice-versa. This subordi- 
nate relationship is evident, first, in the current function film serves in the business 

practices of the new media conglomerates; second, because feature films are largely 
created by the very same production communities in Los Angeles that create prime- 
time television programs (particularly in the unionized and below-the-line produc- 
tion worlds that produce film/TV); third, because feature films since the 1980s have 

increasingly mimicked televisual form from an aesthetic and technical viewpoint; 
and fourth, the viewing conditions of film (especially via DVDs) now incorporate 
the reception conditions that have defined television for more than fifty years. The 
U.S. theatrical box office now functions mostly to show feature films as "trailers" or 
"previews" for the vast and lucrative DVD market, whose sales now exceed domestic 
theatrical box-office revenues (as video games, television, and home video have for 
well over a decade)." Both factors (marketing/release and domesticity/consumption) 
represent two of the fundamental ways that theatrical film exhibition serves mostly 
as an ancillary part of the content of conglomerate electronic media. 

A brief outline of the traditional paradigm of aesthetic prestige in Hollywood 
goes something like this: the prestige and success of any feature film determine 
the subsequent economic value of all downstream, ancillary markets. This stands 
as a useful and lucrative institutional mythology for the industrial communities 
that create film and television. Although overall profits and distribution incomes 
suggest decreasing stature, feature film is elevated to banner status for the media 
conglomerates. This works because film (far more than TV, popular music, or 
merchandising) is constantly judged and positioned (even if negatively) vis-a-vis 
its potential for artistic distinction, not just for its box-office revenues. With film at 
the top of the multimedia heap, feature films are able to function as economic loss 
leaders. Even if features lose money in domestic box office, their artistic status can 
fuel wide-ranging profits in the many ancillary markets where artistic distinction 
carries little or no institutional cache. 
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This strategy is far from new.'2 What has changed since the classical studio era 
is the extent to which the risk involved in film production can be externalized to 
other corporate entities, and the degree to which production costs can be amortized 
across numerous multimedia markets. Whereas the classical studios might amortize 
costs across first-, second-, or third-run theatrical releases, the new conglomerates 
do so across domestic television, foreign television, pay cable, cable, direct broadcast 
satellite, video-on-demand, merchandising, product placement, home video, DVD 
sales, cross-promotion, music CDs, Mp3 downloads, book publishing, Webcasting, 
concerts, live venues, and video games. In fact, the potential revenues from these 

"ancillary" markets-which are dominated by various television and electronic media 
formats-dwarf the profit potential of the domestic box office for a film. This has 
been the case for a number of years. 

Hollywood's production communities perpetuate the largely symbolic, hierar- 
chical model of film as artistry versus electronic media as commerce. Practitioners 
achieve very real benefits when this rhetoric of distinction circulates. In part, such 
rhetoric creates and maintains the idea that the "center" of U.S. culture is Hollywood. 
Even though Hollywood media practitioner communities increasingly generate much 
of their income from electronic media, the urge to symbolically identify oneself as a 
filmmaker helps legitimize all sorts of craftspersons in television, cable, video games, 
Webcasting, and so on. Even television and video production personnel regularly 
refer to themselves as filmmakers. 

Identification as a filmmaker serves as a career and institutional "morale" booster 
for thousands of workers in the "lesser" (and some would say "feeder") castes of 
media. However, this identification flies in the face of a growing imbalance between 
film and television employment in Southern California. Between 1996 and 2003, 
the total film days worked in the Los Angeles region dropped a precipitous 48 

percent, while television production days increased by 53 percent.13 In almost all 
the production communities and crafts, television is now the biggest employment 
game in town. 

Maintaining the primacy of the largely symbolic film-versus-electronic media 
distinction requires tremendous investments of time and resources in public delib- 
eration, analysis, and trade theorizing about film, aesthetic quality, and cinematic 

artistry. The cultural pressure to establish one's identity as a filmmaker is a key factor 
that stimulates a wide range of industrial theorizing. To take one example, many have 
noted that, starting in the 1970s, the "new Hollywood" resulted from a novel breed 
of film school-trained or European New Wave-influenced directors who introduced 
Americans to a smarter cinema. However, films and series that comment on other 
films, filmic trends, and film history have been a dominant tendency on the small 
screen since the 1940s. Further, this doctrinaire onscreen reflexivity holds as true 

today for B-grade horror films as it does for features made by A-list directors. For 

example, thirteen year olds usually know why they are screaming (and in reference 
to which films) when watching highly reflexive and intertextual horror sequels. 

The nature and mechanics of film (the traditional province of academic film 

theory) has become a dominant form of primary, mainstream content and entertain- 
ment in television, film, and DVDs. The need for an identity defined by cinema 
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has become a broader cultural preoccupation, given that Hollywood entertainment 
defines U.S. culture abroad in the post-Cold War world of globalization. Such self- 
identification also preoccupies many in the industry, where "film" is the branding 
fantasy for tens of thousands of employees in the vast electronic media conglomer- 
ates. For various reasons, film and Hollywood have emerged as dominant cultural 

preoccupations-for mainstream audiences, insecure production personnel, and 
risk-averse CEOs alike. 

This picture of film as a conceptual, symbolic, and highly public cultural activity 
for both practitioners and audiences contrasts with a very different picture inside 
the industry. From an economic or managerial point of view, films are valued as 

preemptive events that flow toward electronic media markets (including television 
and DVDs). This is because these markets are better able to fully "harvest" the 
economic value of loss leaders and box-office duds. Electronic media can convert 
what is largely artistic and conceptual value into more predictable forms of long- 
term revenue (with electronic media now offering the primary platforms). 

This cultural-economic transposition-from aesthetic capital to financial capi- 
tal-underscores another inversion in the filmic model: gone are the days when a 
controlled, lengthy theatrical release prefigured all other ancillary markets in a linear, 
sequential chain of distribution.14 Simultaneous distribution strategies have changed 
the general flow and direction of content. A multipurposed release makes a film only 
one component in a much larger activity. In essence, films are buzz starters that pre- 
pare audiences for primary consumption on television and DVDs, while profits from 

film-triggered video games and CDs are harvested in the much less distinguished 
worlds of electronic media distribution and accounting. Underscoring the adage that 
"all screenplays are also business plans," multimedia conglomerates now provide ra- 
tional ways to determine a film's value when it is conceptualized, scripted, rewritten, 
developed, cast, and produced by the studios. In this sense, the media conglomerates 
(not auteur directors) can be seen as the "authors" of films in the digital age. 

Media conglomerates now serve a role much like that of television and broad- 

casting in the predigital era, and this is one of the ways that films are rapidly seeking 
the condition and status of television. Television has traditionally been seen as more 
research oriented than film, in part because broadcasters needed an array of external 

partners and affiliates (including advertisers and sponsors) to fund their operations 
and to deliver onscreen experiences.15 This need for constant external affiliation 

heightened the value of measurement and analysis, making research departments 
obligatory parts of TV stations and networks. Omnipresent commercial interrup- 
tions, in turn, have reinforced in a public sense what ratings, trend analysis, and 
audience research have done internally, underscoring for viewers that television is 
a quintessentially "economic" phenomenon. 

The bottom-line merchandising identity of television has helped reinforce the 
almost Manichean rhetorical dualism between art and commerce within the creative 
community-with film defined by art and quality and television defined by commerce. 
In reality, film studios today are as research oriented as broadcasters and have adopted 
many of the TV industry's research methods (audience demographic research, focus 
groups, and psychographic, trend, and brand research). The long-standing ratings 
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referee of the television economy-Nielsen-now compiles daily box-office figures 
for the motion picture sector as well. 

Film has always been concerned with appealing to audiences (via test screen- 

ings), but, unlike television, research was never a primary element in a studio's 

marketing profile. Rather, film has marketed and branded itself by invoking and 

deploying mystique ("Hollywood"). The brothers Weinstein until recently served 
this function at Miramax/Disney. But the desperate need to have numbers to justify 
creative decisions is as widespread in film as it is in television. The conglomerates 
have forced this numbers fetish on studio heads, even as they have taken back some 
of the creative community's financial risk. As a result, and perhaps out of necessity, 
the film industry has become as good at merchandising, repurposing, syndication, 
sponsorship, product placement, and audience feedback as the television indus- 

try was in the 1950s. Studio executives did not discover these strategies in the 

postclassical, "high-concept," or postmodern age; they merely adopted the tried 
and proven business strategies that television and broadcasting had successfully 
developed many decades earlier. These changes have made theoretical claims and 
counterclaims by the "creative" community (artistry as integrity) and the "business" 

community (artistry as excess) if not more contentious then certainly more public 
and self-righteous. 

Convergence now stands as one measure of success in the studios. To achieve 
this end, the conglomerates constantly work to exploit the economic conditions 
and business practices in film that historically defined television. Fully understand- 

ing the role of film in multimedia convergence means framing or defining film in 
terms other than its own; far from being a discrete form of art or entertainment, 
film represents but one strata in a complicated multimedia industrial marketing 
and consumption strategy. 

As I have discussed elsewhere, film can be viewed as a "viral marketing 
scheme."'6 As an institutional strategy, film functions essentially as a semiotic 
cluster-bomb: several media formats precede a film's release (the electronic press 
kit, preview DVDs, and cable/broadcast "making-of' specials); and several media 
formats follow the ever-shorter period of a film's release (the studio/network Web 
sites that "add value" to the property, and the DVD, which disciplines and "harvests 
revenue" by locking down interactivity). Each multimedia platform (the Web site 
and the DVD with extras) serves as a "host body" for the studio/network's mutating 
content, and various forms of industrial reflexivity (behind-the-scenes, making-ofs, 
bonus tracks, and interactively negotiated production knowledge) serve as the fuel 
that drives the endless mutation of this content across proprietary host bodies within 
the conglomerated world. As a form of constant textual renegotiation, onscreen 
critical analysis (whether from scholars, publicists, show-biz reports, or industrial 

marketing departments) facilitates the process of repurposing and mutation. 
Far from being bounded or discrete, film should be understood as a component 

of broader industrial and cultural practices. Adding this industrial perspective to film 
studies, while an awkward fit in some departments in art and humanities contexts, 
is nevertheless important. Otherwise, film scholars will keep "discovering" what 
television scholars discovered long ago. 
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As DVD practices begin to dominate film form, production, and distribution, 
two factors will increasingly define the dominant "cinematic experience": merchan- 

dising and domestic consumption. Far more accurately than other technical or 

stylistic characteristics, both factors have long defined television as both a medium 
and an art. With a few important exceptions, like the work of Barbara Klinger, film 
scholars have largely ignored domestic consumption. Indeed, many film purists 
have held their collective noses in the face of the advertising, merchandising, and 

"home-setting" that has defined and fueled television development over its long 
history.17 Meanwhile, film studio executives monitor the "Tuesday-night" mer- 

chandising "shelf space" in DVD departments at Wal-Mart and Costco (as much 
as opening weekend box offices) as among the most important benchmarks of a 
film's success. At the same time, film/DVD developers research domesticity and 

interactivity in the home to enhance a film's ultimate success financially.18 Cinema, 
in some odd ways, has become television. Film scholars would benefit from con- 

sidering how this shift has placed research on television's history at the heart of 
cinematic analysis as well. 
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